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OBJECTIVES
FOR THE
GLOBAL HOME
OF TABLE TENNIS

The objective of this Tender process is for the ITTF to
determine the most suitable location for the future Global
Home of Table Tennis (“HoTT”), which will become the new
global Headquarters of the ITTF. A successful Bidder will:
1.

2.
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1. Have the ability to work closely with the ITTF to
develop a unique HoTT facility that has international
appeal and meets global sustainability standards and
the ITTF’s vision by:
a.

Ensuring the HoTT meets all necessary
design parameters as detailed in this
document;

b.

Developing an experience throughout the
HoTT that is specific to the sport of table
tennis, and provides visitors with a unique
experience;

c.

Creating an appeal that helps to generate
global awareness for both the host city and
the HoTT building; and

d.

Partnering to form a sustainable business
model which ensures the financial longevity
of the HoTT.

Provide a Home that supports the continually growing
international workforce of the ITTF;

3.

Facilitate and promote the beneficial tax status that
the ITTF currently maintains as a not-for-profit
association governed by the Swiss Civil Code;

4.

Ensure that the ITTF and the HoTT will prosper from
the chosen host city’s unique strengths in a truly
international and metropolitan environment.

The Tender Process is detailed in pages 76-79, which informs
bidders of the various phases in the process to select the
HoTT and the requirements expected of the Bidder within
each stage.
Expressions of Interest Forms and Bids must be submitted
by the city authorities or a legally registered entity on
behalf on the city. The support of provincial, regional and/
or national authorities will be considered as an asset.
Any interested Bidder must ensure it understands the
Application Requirements, detailed in pages 80-85 of this
document, so that their application meets the necessary
standards to be considered as an appropriate host of the
HoTT. In addition, any interested Bidder must ensure it
understands the detailed Evaluation Criteria available in
pages 81-85, which will guide applicants in their submission
throughout the various criteria.
It should be noted that this document is developed to
provide inspiration towards how the HoTT shall become
representational of the sport of Table Tennis.
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PURPOSE
and
structure
of the
tender guide

This Tender Guide provides comprehensive information to enable
Candidate Cities to submit an Initial Bid documentation to become
the Global Home of Table Tennis.
This Tender Guide contains the following overarching sections:
•

•

•

•
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Current Situation - information on the structure,
location of Headquarters and other offices/operations,
staff and resources of the ITTF; together with the
global reach and popularity of Table Tennis;
The Future - summary of the transformation being
undertaken by the ITTF and related expected growth
in the game, in which the Home of Table Tennis plays a
critical role;
Why become the Global Home of Table Tennis? summary of the varied benefits for a City to become
the HoTT;
What does the ITTF require? – a summary of the key
aspects that ITTF request from the HoTT City (note
detailed specifications are provided in the Application
Requirements and Evaluation Criteria);

•

Vision and pillars - sets out the overarching vision for
HoTT and the five core pillars when developing it;

•

Design Parameters - information provided on eight
parameters considered important for the HoTT
location and design;

•

Spaces - illustrative images and renders to provide
ideas on the envisaged spaces at the HoTT;

•

Tender Process - an explanation of the Tender Process
and the descriptions of the actions required by Bidders
at each stage, together with details of the timetable;

•

Application Requirements and Evaluation Criteria details in relation to the Application Requirements to
be submitted within the Initial Bid documentation and
guidance on the respective key Evaluation Criteria.

All designs, images and renders throughout this Tender Guide are
purely for illustration purposes only.
Candidate Cities should not submit Home of Table Tennis designs
in their Initial Bid.
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THE ITTF

The International Table Tennis Federation is responsible for the global sport of table tennis and has 226 affiliated
Member Associations. Table Tennis is an Olympic Sport, introduced at the 1988 Seoul Olympics Games. Table
Tennis is also a Paralympic Sport, introduced at the 1960 Rome Paralympic Games.
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THOMAS WEIKERT
ITTF PRESIDENT

STEVE DAINTON
ITTF CEO

Since 2017 the ITTF has been going through an intensive
drive of investment and growth. From that time there has
been a lot of enhancements, upgrades and a relentless drive
for professionalising in all areas of our sport federation. All
done to ensure that the greatest sport in the World, Table
Tennis, take the place it deserves. Staff numbers have
doubled, activities have increased and numerous reforms
have been undertaken in order to stimulate the entire Table
Tennis industry and ecosystem.
It has been an incredible period for the ITTF and this time has
forced us to look at what is needed for the future, to ensure
that this growth can reap the greatest rewards and make
Table Tennis one of the real leading sports internationally.
With our headquarters currently based in Lausanne with a
growing hub in Singapore, with offices in Cologne and the
ITTF Foundation in Leipzig it was time to look at the ITTF’s
overall situation. There is an increasing need for centralised
operations to improve the efficiency and delivery capabilities
and that’s why we decided to undertake this huge project to
search for the future home of the ITTF, the future Home of
Table Tennis.

We believe that all of operations under one roof, in symbolic,
sustainable, modern and active facilities will ensure that the
ITTF continues on its pathway of growth and development.
We are looking for the future success of our sport, for a
massive growth period and to realise our dream and belief
that Table Tennis is and should be among top sports in the
world in all aspects. An impressive centralized headquarters
will be one of the key pillars that can help us achieve this.
We are excited to embark on this journey of looking for a
city and country that shares our vision and dream for the
sport of Table Tennis. This RFP sets out the needs of such a
Home, but also lets you see how big we are dreaming. We
look forward to discussing with potential candidates in the
months to come and collaborate with the new HoTT city to
work hand in hand to make Table Tennis a true global sport
and to also help showcase your city as being one of the true
dynamic forward thinking cities – with a unique table tennis
flavour.
Thank you for taking the time to consider our future home
of table tennis.
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“ Sport can be, and at best is, one of the most beneficial of human
activities, part of the promise of peace and brotherhood, which
alone can give us optimism for the future of mankind. ”
- ivor montagu, ittf founder president (1973)

TIMELINE
The ITTF has a long history, following its initial
establishment in 1926, through until today in
which there are over 100+ international events
taking place annually. The key milestones can be
seen in the following timeline:

first
world championships

PING PONG
DIPLOMACY

table tennis
at the olympic games

development
program
created

1971

1988

1999

1926

1960

ITTF Founded
in LONdon,
United Kingdom

table tennis
at the paralympic games
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1982

First World Veterans
Table Tennis Championships

1996
ittf PRO tour
established

2000

first world junior
table tennis
championships

ittf opens
asia-pacific office
in singapore

ittf foundation
is established

2003

2011

2018

2007

ittf headquarters
para table tennis
move to lausanne, switzerland integrated into the ittf

2012

pro tour rebranded to
the world tour

the global
home of
table tennis

2019
world table tennis
is established
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CURRENT
SITUATION

STRUCTURE

SWITZERLAND

united states

SPAIN

The ITTF has a rich history of international
expansion and looks forward to furthering its global
presence by establishing its new Global Home. The
ITTF is governed by its 226 Member Associations,
and currently has its headquarters located in
Lausanne, Switzerland.

GERMANY

Following the introduction of table tennis into the
Olympic Games in Seoul 1988, it became more
apparent for the ITTF to build stronger connections
with the International Olympic Committee, and
a move to the ‘Olympic Capital’ helped the initial
springboard of ITTF into the 21st century, which has
seen profound growth of the sport during the past
two decades.
Initial expansion into Asia, with a presence in China
between 2005-2010, and then a move to Singapore
in 2011, has seen the ITTF’s positioning within Asia
further strengthen, which has resulted in important
growth of revenues generated from throughout
Asia. Although not the Headquarters of the ITTF,
the office in Singapore houses several senior
management staff, and is seen as a primary office
of the ITTF.
In addition to its office locations in both Switzerland
and Singapore, the ITTF has recently established
the ITTF Foundation, which is headquartered in
Leipzig, Germany; as well as an office within North
America to build regional growth within the biggest
sports market of the world.
Outside of these offices, the ITTF currently has
more than 40 staff working remotely throughout
the world. For the future growth and development
of table tennis, it is imperative that the workforce is
centralised through the HoTT.
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ARGENTINA
ECUADOR

NIGERIA
KENYA

kazakhstan
CHINA

75+
STAFF
35+
NATIONALITIES
20+
LANGUAGES
Qatar

LAUSANNE, switzerland
HEADQUARTERS

SINGAPORE

world table tennis Headquarters
asia-pacific office

LeiPZIG, GERMANY

ittf foundation headquarters

Singapore
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A GLOBAL GAME
First and only
International Sports
Federation to achieve

226

Member Associations,
representing every
country and territory
on earth.

EVENTS

DEVELOPMENT

120

1 00+

international tournaments
supervised and sanctioned
annually by the ITTF.

development activities
run each year.

ITTF event broadcast content
reaches over

170 countries,

half a
billion
with over

30+million
competitive players worldwide.

CURRENT
SITUATION

IN NUMBERS
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people watching Table Tennis at
the 2016 Olympics.

355 million

TV viewers of the
Liebherr 2017 World
Championships.

50,000
coaches educated through our
development programmes to
date.

2.5 million
people involved in ITTF CSR projects.

922

events in 107 countries on
World Table Tennis Day 2019,
with 700,000 people being
involved.

CURRENT
SITUATION
financial

$50+M

REVENUE

BY 2024

50,000,000

$40+M
BY 2021

40,000,000

$21.35M

30,000,000

2018 RECORD revenue

20,000,000

FORECASTED revenues

10,000,000

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2024
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WORLD
table
tennis
World Table Tennis (“WTT”) has been created to
manage all of ITTF’s commercial rights and event
operations from 2021. WTT has ambitious plans
to make key changes to events and the way its
commercial rights are run to drive the growth of
the sport and deliver a step change in commercial
revenues for the betterment of global table tennis.

1

increase prize money

Our professional table tennis players are the stars of the show, so they need to be paid
accordingly. WTT endeavours to create a better commercial environment at its top events to
ensure the prize money is significantly increased to compete with the other top sports.

2

BROADCAST PRODUCTION

3

marketing and promotion

4

tournament hosting & event operations

5

event production, presentation &
fan experience

Investment to improve the quality and consistency of the broadcast product, and offer more
engaging content to both avid and casual Table Tennis fans.

Investing in the design and implementation of an integrated 360° marketing and communications
strategy, creating regular, relevant content for events and sponsors that aligns activities across
sponsor, media and digital offerings.

Incentivising a wider variety of entities to bid to host professional table tennis events that will
drive commercial value and enable WTT to take a strategic approach to devising the event
programme, including targeting specific locations.

Significant investment in the production and presentation of all WTT held international Table
Tennis events to ensure a consistent high quality, clear and consistent event look and feel hot
on screen and in the venue.

6
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competition format, calendar & structure

Creation of a new and fresh competition calendar that is fit for the modern consumer. Reimagining
what is a table tennis event to ensure that is attracts new fans and new commercial partners to
the sport which will increase the table tennis economy and grow the sport as a whole.
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HIGH
PERFORMANCE
& DEVELOPMENT
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A WORLD CLASS TABLE
TENNIS CENTRE OF
EXCELLENCE
PLACEMENtS

The Home of Table Tennis will host the core ITTF
High Performance Team who will oversee resident
players based at the Center and players coming for
short- and mid-term preparation placements.

training camps

The HoTT will also regularly host selections of players
taking part in the ITTF High Performance Programs
as well as squads from different continents, regions
and member associations.

talent identification and development

The advanced training opportunities, scientific
equipment, and high-performance environment will
attract future stars of Table Tennis, beginning with
open-to-all scouting camps.

the hub of
table tennis
education
ITTF ACADEMY

The HoTT will become the global educational focal
point for the sport of table tennis by providing a wide
range of educational activities (courses, seminars,
conferences etc.) for players, coaches, officials, and
administrators throughout the year using the most
contemporary and interactive learning methods
and of high empirical value. Besides, a variety of
professional development opportunities will be
offered for the different groups of staff, engaged at
any level within the sport.

table tennis research lab

Integrated within the HoTT, the Research Lab will
carry out broad analysis and in-depth research
of the sport with the aim to predict, or design, its
future development trends. The outcomes will also
be incorporated in the programs of the Academy,
pursuing a holistic approach.
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ITTF
FOUNDATION
The ITTF Foundation is the Social Responsibility Arm of the ITTF. We
believe in the power of sport to provoke positive social changes. Our
primarily aim is to promote the use of table tennis for development
and peace.
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programs
vision

TT dream building

MISSION

tt4all

solidarity
through
table tennis
Using table tennis as a tool
for development and peace by
connecting people all over
the world implementing or
supporting projects on the
field and empowering them to
serve as models; making table
tennis popular, universal and
inclusive

Supporting humanitarian projects using table
tennis for positive social outcomes.

ping pong
diplomacy

Promoting a peaceful behaviour among
opposite individuals, groups, regions or nations.

Making table tennis accessible to a broad
public, including actively disadvantaged
groups; popular, universal and inclusive.

neTTworking

Connecting people wishing to help with
people in need.

TT Legacy

Leaving a positive social legacy of table tennis
events in the host locations.

tt4health

Sharing the health benefits of table tennis on a
social, mental and physical level.
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WHY
BECOME THE

GLOBAL HOME
OF TABLE TENNIS?
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1

hub of economic activity

•
•
•
•
•

2
3

Internationally generated revenue funding local city expenditure,
current Table Tennis revenue of $20m+ expected to increase to $50m
by 2024
Vibrant year-round multi-functional centre
Permanent skilled workforce - 120+ staff, $8m wages by 2024 – mix
of international specialists and creation of attractive locally skilled
jobs across commerce, leisure, finance etc
Regular large numbers of visitors from the global table tennis family
driving substantial local expenditure.
Headquarters of ITTF’s global high-performance activities with
anticipated over 30,000 annual bed nights.

event hosting

•

A unique opportunity to establish a portfolio of the ITTF’s diverse and
scaled major events, attracting a global audience and participants,
by example;
o
Showcasing the world’s best players at ITTF World Table Tennis
Championships and/or World Tour events to substantially grow
in scale under the direction of World Table Tennis
o
5,000+ participants at the World Veterans Championships
o
TTX – new innovative social form of table tennis, ideal for youth
participation and festivals.

4
5

CITY PROFILE

•

•
•

The Home of Table Tennis city will benefit from close association
with table tennis’ global reach, by illustration with 1 billion+ people
interested in the sport and 300m active players (see page 15 for
further examples).
Links to a sport with a rich tradition of international diplomacy,
including the historic China and USA Ping Pong diplomacy in the
1970’s, to modern day inspirational Korean co-operation.
There can be few cities in the world which host an International
Sports Federation, join this illustrious list.

6

DEVELOPING TALENT

The HoTT will encompass the headquarters of ITTF’s global highperformance activities. This will provide benefits for the HoTT city via:
•
Direct economic impact generated by young players and coaches
from across the world who will be based for extended periods at
training camps in the city.
•
Potential opportunities for local players and coaches to interact with
the best players and coaches in the world; and
•
Clear association with the stars of tomorrow developed through
these high-performance activities, particularly those from emerging
table tennis nations that are expected to challenge the established
current leading nations.

city social impact

Table tennis is a sport “for all, for life” which has a proud history of
contributing to social cohesion. It is a sport enjoyed by all ages, is blind
to social status, is a clear leader in gender equality and is recognised
as a “clean” sport. This means for the HoTT city it can be a catalyst for
improving social outcomes, including:
•
Development of community projects that encourage a diverse local
population to come together through table tennis.
•
Establishing strong linkages to the health of the city’s population,
including older citizens and citizens with a disability.
•
Creating a sense of pride within the city as part of the future
development of a global sport.
•
Potential for HoTT to contribute to the regeneration of an area of
your city.

construction

Whether through the construction of a new building, or significant
improvements in an existing building, the construction of the envisaged
innovative HoTT will generate employment and economic activities,
initially through the design/property professionals and subsequently to
the construction sector.
The HoTT vision is ambitious and creative, it therefore provides the City
with an opportunity to showcase their credentials in design, innovation
and sustainability.
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WHY
BECOME THE

Partnerships

PARTNERSHIPS

Research &
Development

GLOBAL HOME
OF TABLE TENNIS?
•

A clear objective of the HoTT is to identify
mutually beneficial partnerships with varied
City organisations, for example educational
institutions for innovation and research &
development.

•

Business related partnerships are also desirable
to drive further economic growth within the City.

•

Access to key stakeholders within the sport and
WTT’s major partners opening doors to future
opportunities and partnerships for the City.
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Educational
Institutes

Fitness Institutes

tender process
timeline
2020
CANDIDATE CITY BIDDING PHASE
15 JaNUARY

Request for Proposal Documentation released

15 APRIL

INITIAL BID SUBMISSION

JUNE

SHORTLISTED CITY BIDDING PHASE
Shortlisted applicants confirmed

15 SEPTEMBER

REVISED BID SUBMISSION

PREFERRED HoTT CITY PHASE
30 SEPTEMBER

preferred home of table tennis selected

Full details in relation to the Tender Process can be found on Page 76.
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WHAT DOES
THE ITTF
REQUIRE?
1.

2.

The Home of Table Tennis should be located within a global city
with world class connectivity, potentially linked with a sports
hub and/or a commercial centre. The site should meet world
class standards when it comes to sustainability.

Table Tennis is a global sport, practised in all countries, and
we believe diversity within our workforce is an asset. It is
important to ensure that the staff of the ITTF are provided
adequate support to live and work within host country of the
Home of Table Tennis.

A WELL-DESIGNED
FACILITY ON A STRATEGIC SITE
The ITTF envisages that the new Home of Table Tennis should
incorporate the office space together with other multifunctional facilities, such as a training venue, high performance
laboratory, equipment research centre, visitor interactive
experiences, retail and fitness studio.
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EMPLOYEE
SUPPORT

Currently the ITTF has staff from over 35 different nationalities
who can complement a locally hired workforce at the future
Home of Table Tennis. Therefore, it will be important that the
ITTF can attract these qualified professionals from around the
world, who will be provided with suitable working and living
conditions, free of visa and permit issues. Appropriate support
should also be provided for immediate family members.

3.

TAXATION
SUPPORT
The ITTF is a not-for-profit organisation governed by the Swiss
Civil Code. This status provides the organisation with taxation
benefits which for the good of the global game the ITTF would
require to be maintained or even enhanced.
The host country of the Home of Table Tennis is encouraged to
also provide additional tax benefits such as tax exemptions for
employees.

++

4.

OTHER VALUE-ADDED
BENEFITS
Global Cities have extensive but varied strengths which will be
capable of being levered to deliver extra mutual benefits to the
Home of Table Tennis and the respective host city.
We encourage applicants to be creative and visionary, to
create a successful partnership, which benefits all parties.
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THE
DESIGN
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VISION &
PILLARS

THE GLOBAL HOME
OF TABLE TENNIS?

BUILDING
ENJOYMENT

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
•

The ITTF’s vision for the Global Home of
Table Tennis is to create a place to promote
clean sport, build a strong community for
Table Tennis fans and professionals, as well as
providing international exchanges.
The Global Home of Table Tennis will revolve
around the five key pillars of:

•
•
•
•
•

BUILDING ENJOYMENT
HIGH PERFORMANCE
GLOBAL INCLUSIVITY
HEALTH FOCUSED
SUSTAINABILITY

•

A place to engage, entertain and excite people
about Table Tennis.

•

A place to celebrate the “stars of the game”
including current stars and the legends of the
sport’s rich history.

•
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Showcase a broad range of Table Tennis formats
and entertainment that is fun, innovative
and relevant for all age groups, locations and
backgrounds.

•

A high-performance environment to develop
and nurture the next generation of leading Table
Tennis and Para Table Tennis players.

•

A place to interact, collaborate and innovate for
players, coaches, officials and administrators
from the whole ITTF global community.

GLOBAL
inCLUSIVITY

HEALTH
FOCUSED

•

Embracing the local community with a global
mindset.

•

Engineered to promote wellbeing and vitality
through its design and operational activities.

•

A welcoming place that empowers and
opens opportunities for all age, gender and
backgrounds.

•

A sports facility that supports both mental and
physical health.

SUSTAINABILITY

•

Addressing the global challenges, we face
through supporting the UN Sustainability
Development Goals.

•

A facility that is financially viable and
sustainable, and which provides a suitable
environment to support the sport’s strategic
priorities and grow its commercial revenues for
the benefit of the global game.
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PRELIMINARY
PLANNING
The future Home of Table Tennis will be the symbol of the Table Tennis world
globally and a destination for the TT community. It will promote a healthy
lifestyle with sustainability and wellness at the core of its architecture and
design approach. We encourage flexibility and adaptability to potential
future changes in technology and use.
The building should be accessible and safe for all, allowing excellent
connectivity between inside and outside. The precinct should connect to the
neighboring development on a pedestrian level.
In supporting sustainability, the building should be design with a biophilic
approach and optimizing the use of natural ventilation and daylight. An
adaptive reuse approach is also welcomed when a heritage site is within the
context.
We envision the HoTT to be the hub for the community and the Table Tennis
professionals, introducing the spirit of the sport into the society.
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LEVEL 1 - GROUND

LEVEL 2

ACTIVE
PUBLIC/ PRIVATE

CONTROL

TT
HUB

GREEN ROOM/
MEDIA

HOST

HOST

WORK

WORK

ACTIVE
GYM

THE
“CLIMBING
GREEN”

SUPPORT/ BOH

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

LIBRARY

EXPERIENCE
CENTER

FOYER

CAFE
THE TT TERRACE

TERRACE

* Massing and layout for illustrative purpose only
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The following pages will give you the
details for the DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR
THE HOME OF TABLE TENNIS.
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ACCESSIBILITY
It is essential for the Global Home of Table Tennis (HoTT) to be easily accessible for both local and international
user groups. Therefore, the following points will be considered when choosing a HoTT location.

•
•

Accessibility to an international airport
Maximum 2 hours driving or train connections from the
international airport to the HoTT location
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3. BUS CONNECTIONS

2. TRAIN AND METRO STATION

1. INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
•
•

Accessibility to train station
Direct connectivity or easy access to the local metro
station

•

Maximum 5-10 minutes walking distance to the nearest
bus stops or terminals; ideally with covered walkways

4. VEHICLE ACCESS
•
•

Ability to have drop-off access for cars, taxis or larger vehicles
Access to car parks including for motorbikes and PWD
vehicles

6. PEDESTRIAN

5. BICYCLE
•

Access to bicycle parking to promote less carbon
footprint and a healthy lifestyle

•
•

Easy access for pedestrian
Good disabled access
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LOCATION
The new Global Home of Table Tennis should focus on community engagement with high accessibility and
interactions between people. Two types of precinct strategy are considered for the location parameter; Urban
Context and Sports Park. To provide more flexibility with the city planning and sustainability effort, ITTF is also
open to the idea of adaptive reuse of an existing structure.

1. Urban context

Direct connectivity with the buzzing urban context
will create easy access for citizens and communities
during a typical day. In an ideal situation, an urban
context location will have better connectivity
with public transport and supporting amenities
such as retail and accommodation. Being more
centrally located will also increase opportunities for
spontaneous public engagement.
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Reference:
Rogers Centre, Toronto
Use: Multi-purpose stadium
Completion: 1989
Architect: Rod Robbie

2. Sports park

Scenario two is locating the HoTT within a sports park
vicinity as part of a wider sports-focused or mix-use
complex. Ideally with access to public transport and a
combination of retail component.

Reference:
National Stadium, Singapore
Use: Multi-purpose stadium
Completion: 2014
Architect: DP Architects & Arup Associates
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LOCAL CONTEXT
As different location means different climate and contexts, the new HoTT architecture will be built in response
to the local climate and temperature characteristics and local building code and regulations. From tropical to
subtropical climate, the HoTT should focus on the sustainability and wellbeing of its users. Being a responsible
organization, the ITTF will approach this project through a sustainable lens. There are many definitions of
sustainability and sustainable development, with one of the most widely accepted being that of the World
Commission on Environment and Development; “Sustainable development is a development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”
The new Home of Table Tennis should focus on three primary and interlinked components of sustainable
development; protecting the environment, creating social equity, and promoting economic growth. Below
are the fundamental principles of Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD) adapted from the World Green
Building Council and Whole Building Design Guide;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

leveraging the potential of the site and local climate
respecting and enhancing ecosystems
enhancing indoor environmental quality and human health
protecting and conversing water
optimizing energy performance and using renewable energy
using products and materials that are non-toxic, ethical and sustainable
reducing pollution and waste, and enabling re-use and recycling
encouraging and supporting the use of active and public transport
considering the full life cycle of projects and materials
enabling adaptation to a changing climate and environment

1

We are also aiming for the highest green building certification rating relevant in the selected city (i.e., LEED,
BREEAM, and Greenmark). Conjunction with the WELL rating for HoTT will be highly appreciated as part of our
focus towards users’ wellbeing.

On the right: contrasting architecture in different contexts
1.
National University of Singapore - School of Design and Engineering, Singapore
2.
Sydney Opera House, Sydney, Australia
3.
Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, USA
4.
Amager Bakke - waste to energy plant, Copenhagen, Denmark
5.
Oasia Hotel, Singapore
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SCALABILITY
The sky is the limit for the future HoTT. The size and facilities are scalable, depending on the context and
opportunities that can be created. At the core of it all, the HoTT should include a world-class Table Tennis
training facility, area for ITTF workplace, and some level of community engagement facilities such as the arenas
where the local communities can play or train.
To support the activities in HoTT, proximity to short and long term accommodation, conferencing, and retail
facilities will be necessary. It is also possible for these possibilities to be embedded with the HoTT, as per the
two options shown in the diagrams.
1. Integrated facility
•
Training facilities
•
Workplace
•
Experience center
•
Large conferences and events
•
Accommodation

2. Core Table Tennis facilities
•
Training facilities
•
ITTF Workplace
•
Engagement facilities

M

S
Conferences
and events

XL

L M

S

Accommodation
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USER GROUP
We anticipated a diverse mix of user groups from the public and professional Table Tennis audience. Below are
six sets of user groups. Our goal is to make HoTT as an inclusive home to the global Table Tennis professionals
and the local community from all age groups.

LOCAL COMMUNITY +
RECREATIONAL PLAYER
This group caters to the local neighborhood nearby the HoTT
or the local city dwellers that may come on a more regular
basis for social and recreational purposes. Their activities will
vary, not only evolving around Table Tennis but also on other
events that may occur in HoTT as a venue or only as one of
the leisure destinations in the city.

* Photos are for illustrative purposes only.
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PROFESSIONAL COACH
The new HoTT will expect professional Table Tennis coaches
from all around the world to visit regularly both for training
or other official purposes. The high-performance lab
specializing in Table Tennis will be critical in creating the
HoTT as a sought after training center for all Table Tennis
coaches out there. They will also require accommdation
center and other supporting facilities to support their
training program.

PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES
Together with their coaches, the professional athletes will
be visiting the HoTT regularly during their training month.
While training at the HoTT, these athletes from around the
world will require not only a proper accommodation facility
within the area but also a nutrition and medical support. We
anticipate them to be coming together as a group, along
with their peers from the same country.

TABLE TENNIS FAN
As a competitive sport with a long history and global
athletes, we anticipate fans coming from around the world
to visit HoTT either during events or anytime throughout
the year. Aside from accommodation, they will also look
for Table Tennis related experience such as a museum or a
merchandise shop as part of their appreciation of the sport.

MEDIA PARTNER +
SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS

ITTF STAFF +
TABLE TENNIS OFFICIALS

Today’s media comes from both formal and informal
streams. Many bloggers or social media influencers have
become the best ambassadors for brands and destinations,
creating another possibility to market HoTT as a destination.
Both the press and these social media influencers will need
first-hand experience of HoTT, with exclusive access to
private spaces such as a high-performance lab or the media
room during press conferences.

We envision 120 staff to be working at the ITTF headquarter
in the future HoTT. The workplace itself will allow mobility
and flexibility for the team that comes from all different
backgrounds and nationalities. With the opening of HoTT in
the location, we see the potential of growth for new hires
both for local and international talents.
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A 24/7 MIX-USE
ENVIRONMENT
We envision an economically vibrant mixed-use facility catering to various audiences in the community. A
combination of sports facility, research and training center, commercial workplace, and leisure to support a 24/7
economy.
Everything will be designed to be multi-functional and adaptable. Allowing change of use between day and
night, weekdays to weekends. To do this, ITTF will be partnering both with the local city council and relevant
partners to activate and operate the HoTT.
Once decided, the location of the HoTT will dictate the suitable mix of facilities within the space, and how to be
relevant to the local community.
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Learning

Cafe

Training + Sports

Innovation

Experience Centre

Media
engagement

Retail

Workplace

Core and Services

Landscape

Outdoor sports

Outdoor play
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SPACE
REQUIREMENTS
There are five key elements that create the Home of Table Tennis, as will be explained in this section. A further study will be
required once the site is selected, to follow the building codes and regulations of the relevant city.
The high level space requirement of the workplace is approximately 14,560 sqm. This space requirement can grow or reduce
depending on the potential of the site and local context.
There are five key elements that create the Home of Table Tennis as a destination for the public, for Table Tennis professionals
and the ITTF staff, as shown below.

OUTDOOR AND PARKING

WORKPLACE

Areas for the outdoor landscape, playgrounds/ parks, as well as carparks and drop off
for vehicle access. The idea is to engage the public starting from the activated outdoor
experience.

One of the critical elements of the Home of Table Tennis is the ITTF workplace. As the
headquarter for the ITTF, it will house up to 120 ITTF staff who will also be interacting
with the other HoTT user groups such as the professional players, coaches, and local
communities.

RECREATION AND TRAINING

MEETINGS AND SPECIAL TRAINING

Indoor recreation and training areas. This part makes the most significant chunk of the
program, which include arrival and greeting area, cafe plus gym and multi-function
Table Tennis training facilities.

Enclosed meeting and training rooms of various sizes open to the public, ITTF staff,
athletes and coaches.

CORE AND SERVICES
Support and ancilary spaces such as storage rooms, mechanical and electrical rooms,
toilets, lift cores, fire stairs and all other services required.
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14,560 sqm

Outdoor and parking:
•
•
•

25%
11%

Playground
Greeneries
Car park/ bicycle

Special training facilities:
•
•
•

Innovation Lab
Media Room
High Performance Lab

Training facilities:
•
•
•

44%
7%

16 Public Table Tennis Arenas
8 Professional Table Tennis Arenas
Removable tribunes

Workplace:
•
•
•

Choices of work settings for 120 people
Meeting and collaboration spaces
Pantry/ hub for ITTF staff

13%
Core and services:
•
•
•

Lift & fire stairs
Storage
Other services
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ACTIVE

ZONING

OUTDOOR & PARKING
MEETINGS & SPECIAL TRAINING
RECREATION & TRAINING

TABLE TENNIS
ARENA
(COMMUNITY)

WORKPLACE
CORE & SERVICES

TRAINING
GYM
HIGH
PERFORMANCE LAB

EXPERIENCE
CENTRE
PUBLIC ARRIVAL

CONCIERGE

TT HUB

PUBLIC
SHOP/ RETAIL

PRIVATE
WORKPLACE

CLASSROOM

VIP LOUNGE
MEDIA ENGAGEMENT

MEETING

CAFE
WELLNESS
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VIP ARRIVAL

CONCIERGE

RESTFUL

* 3D rendering by APLOMB, for illustrative purpose only.
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The following pages will give you more
ideas of the spaces within the
Home of Table Tennis.
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ARRIVAL
Arriving to the Home of Table Tennis should feel like you are part of a movement, giving you energy
and buzz of the TT world. Public and TT professionals will feel at home and engaged with the
different viewpoints to the experience centre, retail up to the training area. It is not opulent, but
give you a sense of pride by just being there.
The concierge area will also guide people to find their way around the building or serves as a
meeting point.

SPACES
Concierge
Lounge
Lobby

REQUIREMENTS
TT SHOWCASE
CONNECTIVITY
“WOW”
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EXPERIENCE CENTRE
The experience centre will share the story and knowledge of the history and latest development of
the world of table tennis. It would be an interactive journey for the audience, both for fanatic table
tennis fan or people who are new to the TT world.
The space should capture brightest moments of Table Tennis and create a memorable impact for
the audience for them to come back again and again. Designing with flexibility in mind will allow
rotation and change of exhibition from time to time.

SPACES
HISTORY WALL
EXHIBITIONS
MEMORABILIA

REQUIREMENTS
INTERACTIVE
MANUAL AND DIGITAL
MEMORABLE
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RETAIL
Retail will be one of the key attractors to bring public into the Home of Table Tennis. A well
designed and branded environment will support a higher public engagement.
The retail experience needs to be tailored to the Table Tennis experience. Bringing the best
products that are tested and proven by ITTF or the industry partners.

SPACES
ITTF MERCHANDISE
TABLE TENNIS SHOP
OTHER SHOPS

REQUIREMENTS
BRANDED ENVIRONMENT
TACTILE
INVITING
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CAFE
Another public attractor within HoTT would be the Cafe. Accommodating at least 200 seats
within the dinIng space, the cafe will serve both the ITTF staff working in the building, as
well as public users including people from the neighbourhood.
As part of the focus towards health and wellbeing, the cafe offer will evolve around a
healthy food and beverage menu, both catering to the local specialties and international
taste.

SPACES
FOOD VENDORS
DINING SPACES
KITCHEN
PREP & WASH

REQUIREMENTS
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
PUBLIC ACCESS
FLEXIBLE SetTING
WI-FI & VC/AV
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TRAINING
Two types of training will be accommodated in HoTT; public and professional Table Tennis
trainings. HoTT will be facilitating professional coaches and players from all around the
world to train and analyse their ability in the High Performance Lab.
At the same time, the public will be able to enjoy and train with the local Table Tennis community. The training areas will be designed to be flexible and multi-functional to accommodate the smaller size court for the public and the larger professional arena.
The ITTF will also be open to a partnership with a commercial gym operator to engage the
wider public to enjoy a healthy lifestyle at HoTT.

SPACES
TT TRAINING ARENAS
GYM
SHOWER
CHANGING ROOM

REQUIREMENTS
FLEXIBLE
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
10M HIGH CEILING
FOR AreNAS
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LEARNING
ITTF have been developing various types of Table Tennis learning for the past years, hiring
the best and brightest of the Table Tennis professionals globally.
The new learning program will consist of dynamic learning environment, classroom settings
and interactive learning which will also be combined with the training and high performance
program.

SPACES
CLASSROOM
LIBRARY

REQUIREMENTS
RECONFIGURABLE
QUIET ZONES
WI-FI & VC/AV
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
LAB
As any other competitive sports, athletes will prepare their readiness not only through
training, but also in analysing how they can perform better with their own body and style.
The ITTF is looking to partner up with relevant institution such as the medical or sports
institutes at the new HoTT to collaborate and re-imagine how Table Tennis athletes can
perform better.

SPACES
CLINIC
PHYSIOLOGY ROOM
PERFORMANCE LAB
CONTROL ROOM
SLOW RECORDING

REQUIREMENTS
IT ENABLED
EQUIPMENT READY
OPERATOR
ADAPTABLE
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INNOVATION LAB
Table tennis has been around since the early days of the 20th century. Parts of the game
have evolved over time. With ITTF’s involvement, research and innovation of the Table Tennis world has been more dynamic than ever. An ITTF Innovation Lab was introduced in 2019,
as a testing bed for new rules and formats of table tennis. While the TTX is another format
of lighter Table Tennis games with only 2 minutes per single set.
The HoTT Innovation Lab will be the testbed space for the different game format, new tools
and equipment to enhance the TT experience.

SPACES
WORKSHOP
SHOWCASE
TESTING ARENA

REQUIREMENTS
IT ENABLED
MANUAL + DIGITAL
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ITTF WORKPLACE
The ITTF workplace will host 120 staff in an activity based workplace environment where
people can choose where to work from. A well desined open workplace concept, which promotes health and wellbeing.
Thus, the HoTT will generate more employment for the growing ITTF as well as the operation of the facilities inside HoTT itself.

SPACES
FOCUS WORK
TEAM SPACES
MEETINGS
SUPPORT

REQUIREMENTS
VARIETY OF SETTINGS
OPEN ENVIRONMENT
ACTIVITY BASED
IT ENABLED
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MEDIA ENGAGEMENT
An accumulative audience of approximately 1.4 billion people tuned in to watch the ITTF’s
key events during 2019 (World Table Tennis Championships, World Cups and World Tour) on
TV screens across the globe.
In social media alone, the ITTF now has over 3.84 million fans across owned social media
platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, Instagram up to Weibo in China. ITTF fan following
drove global discussions on table tennis with more than 21.5 million engagements across
the year on all social platforms. Adding to that, ITTF.com received over 50 million page
views. Hosting key media engagements in the Home of Table Tennis will play a key part in
embracing ITTF to the wider local and global community.
In 2019 ITTF has also grown on our digital viewership with 16.6 million views of LIVE matches on our OTT platform, itTV. We have also accumulated over 518.8 million views of video
content on our social platforms, showing the best table tennis has to offer, converting more
fans to follow the sport.

SPACES
MEDIA ROOM
GREEN ROOM

REQUIREMENTS
IT ENABLED
RECORDING (AV)
FLEXIBLE
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
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Tender
process
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THE
TENDER
PROCESS
This section provides an overview of the Tender
Process. It outlines the five main phases of the
process and what is required from interested
Bidders at each stage.
The Tender Process has been designed to be informative,
transparent, understandable and fair to all Bidders. A number of
opportunities for engagement have been built into the Tender
Process to ensure that Bidders have the necessary high level of
interaction with the ITTF that is required.
The Tender Process is split into five main phases:
1. An Expression of Interest Phase;
2. Candidate City Bidding Phase;
3. Shortlisted City Engagement Phase;
4. Preferred HoTT City Phase; and
5. Development of the HoTT Phase.
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Please note that this section outlines the entire Tender Process. If
you have obtained this Tender Guide direct from the ITTF, you will
have already completed and submitted an Expression of Interest
form which will have been approved and entitled you to move
to the Candidate City Bidding Phase. If you have download this
Tender Guide from the ITTF website or received this Tender Guide
from someone other than ITTF, you are still required to complete
and submit an Expression of Interest form, which can be found at
ITTF.com/HoTT .
For the avoidance of doubt, submission of a Bid is conditional
upon the completion and submission of an Expression of Interest
form to ITTF.

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

CANDIDATE CITY
BIDDING PHASE

shortlisted CITY
BIDDING PHASE

preferred HoTT
city phase

Interested Bidders are invited to
complete Expression of Interest Form

Tender Guide issued –
15 January 2020

Shortlisted Cities informed –
June 2020

Preferred HoTT City selected by
30 September 2020

HoTT Introductory Video Released

Clarification Questions may be asked
up until 21 February 2020

Private Engagement Period –
June-September 2020

Approval by ITTG EGM –
Fourth Quarter 2020

Generic responses to clarification
questions will be shared with all
interested Bidders by 10 March 2020

Site visits –
June-July 2020

Contracting with winning HoTT City

Submit Initial Bid by
15 April 2020

Presentations of Revised Bids –
31 August 2020

Selected Candidate City presentations
to ITTF – informed early-May, held
late-May 2020

Submit Revised Bids –
15 September 2020

Commencement of
Development Phase

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST PHASE
An initial document providing preliminary information to
interested Bidders was issued by the ITTF in February 2019
(the ‘Initial Preliminary Information Document’), inviting any
interested Bidders to express their interest in the HoTT Tender by
completing the Expression of Interest Form.
The Initial Preliminary Information Document was supplemented
in December 2019 by a HoTT introductory Video, an announcement
containing further preliminary information.
The Expression of Interest form requests high-level details from
interested Bidders such as the proposed HoTT city, lead bidding
organisation name, lead contact name and contact details. The
Expression of Interest Form can be completed directly on ITTF.
com/HoTT; for those Bidders who have already expressed their
interest, a simple Ratification of Interest will be requested.
Submission of the Expression of Interest Form does not commit
any interested Bidder to proceed with a Bid. An interested Bidder
will not be considered as a candidate for the HoTT Tender Process
without submission of the Expression of Interest Form by the
interested Bidder.
Additionally, the submission of the Expression of Interest Form
does not guarantee that an interested Bidder will be entitled
to move to the Candidate City Bidding Phase. On receipt of a
completed Expression of Interest Form, and at the complete
discretion of the ITTF, the ITTF will determine whether any
interested Bidder will move on to the Candidate City Bidding
Phase and become a ‘Candidate City’. In making the decision not
to approve any interested Bidder to become a Candidate City, the
ITTF HoTT Team will refer to elements of the evaluation criteria
set out, considering whether, in the ITTF’s sole judgement, the
interest City has a reasonable and probable prospect of being a
competitive candidate in the HoTT Tender Process.

CANDIDATE CITY BIDDING PHASE
This Tender Guide will be provided direct to all Candidate Cities by
the ITTF as part of the Candidate City Bidding Phase. Additionally,
each Candidate City will be provided access to a unique folder on
ShareFile, a secure content collaboration and file sharing solution.
Only the Candidate City (including agreed advisors) and the ITTF
(including advisors) will have access to this folder.
This Tender Guide is intended to provide detailed information on
the HoTT opportunity, however it is acknowledged that Candidate
Cities are likely to have additional questions or requests for
further clarification.

submission is strongly advised.
The ITTF will respond to questions as follows:
•

In respect of questions that only have relevance to a
respective Candidate City, by responding directly to that
Candidate City;

•

For questions where the topic and/or response will be of
value to all/other Candidate Cities (based on the judgement
of the ITTF HoTT Team) the ITTF will share these questions
and replies to all Candidate Cities (without naming the
party who asked the clarification questions), via the unique
ShareFile site ; and

•

All questions deemed appropriate, at the discretion of
the ITTF HoTT Team, will be responded to by Tuesday 10
March 2020 at the latest unless the ITTF HoTT Team deem
it appropriate or necessary, in its absolute discretion, to
respond by a later date in which event Candidate Cities
will be informed of the same. Depending on the volume of
questions, notably those received well in advance of the 21
February, the ITTF may circulate responses earlier in order
to assist Candidate Cities in developing their Initial Bids.

The ITTF intends to invite a number of Candidate Cities to give a
formal presentation of their Initial Bid. This notification will be
made during the first half of May 2020, with the presentations
taking place during the second half of May 2020, to the ITTF HoTT
Team.
Candidate Cities will be informed if they have not been invited
to present on their Initial Bids, which will additionally mean that
their Initial Bids have not been successful in progressing to the
Shortlisted Cities Private Discussion Phase.
Failure by a selected Candidate City to present will mean the
Candidate City’s Initial Bid is, at the discretion of the ITTF HoTT
Team, highly unlikely to progress to the Shortlisted City Private
Discussion Phase.
Shortly after the presentations in June 2020, Candidate Cities
will be informed if they have been successful in progressing to
the Shortlist City Private Discussion Phase and, following such
notification, those Bidders will be referred to as ‘Shortlisted
Cities’. The number of Shortlisted Cities will be determined at the
absolute discretion of the ITTF HoTT Team based on the quality of
the Initial Bids and the ITTF HoTT Team’s evaluation of the Initial
Bid using the Evaluation Criteria of this Tender Guide.

A Candidate City’s main responsibility during the Candidate
City Bidding Phase is to develop and submit the Initial Bid
documentation. Details of the elements that are required to be
included in the Initial Bid documentation are described on pages
76-81 of this Tender Guide.
The Initial Bid documentation must be submitted:
• by 12:00 Singapore time Wednesday 15 April 2020;
• using the same ShareFile system that was used to access this
Tender Guide;
• in English and in either Microsoft Office, PDF or another format
agreed in advance with the ITTF HoTT Team.
For the avoidance of doubt, if the Initial Bid documentation is not
submitted via the ShareFile system, the Bid may, at the ITTF’s
absolute discretion, not be accepted. In addition, if the Initial Bid
documentation or any Bid (or information in relation thereto)
regarding any subsequent Bidding Phase is submitted outside the
applicable timescales set out in this Tender Guide it may not be
accepted.

There will therefore be an opportunity for all Candidate Cities to
submit clarification questions regarding the requirements and
conditions of the Tender Process to the ITTF HoTT Team.

At its own absolute discretion, the ITTF HoTT Team will assess
each Initial Bid using the Evaluation Criteria set out of this Tender
Guide. Candidate Cities may be contacted by the ITTF HoTT
Team during the evaluation process if there are elements of the
Initial Bid which require clarification by the ITTF HoTT Team. It
should be noted these requests for clarification will be limited to
clarifications with regard to what has been

Clarification questions should be submitted to HoTT@ittf.
com 12.00 (Singapore time) Friday 21 February 2020, but early

submitted in the Initial Bid, and not an opportunity for significant
additional information to be provided.
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SHORTLISTED CITY PRIVATE DISCUSSION PHASE

PREFERRED HOTT CITY PHASE

In the same notification informing that Shortlisted Cities have
been successful in progressing to the Shortlist City Private
Discussion Phase, Shortlisted Cities will be asked to participate
in private discussions to take place between June and September
2020.

The ITTF HoTT Team will evaluate the Revised Bids based on how
the Initial Bid documentation has been adapted to the issues
discussed with the Shortlisted Cities in the private discussions.

The purpose of the meetings will be for the ITTF to obtain
clarification from, and provide feedback to, the Shortlisted
Cities on their Initial Bid documentation in preparation for the
Shortlisted Cities’ submissions of their Revised Bids. The ITTF may
outline factors that could be changed or included to ensure that
the Shortlisted City’s Revised Bid is the best possible proposal for
both parties.
The exact nature and timings of these will be communicated in
due course, but a critical part will be site visits to each of the
Shortlisted Cities by the ITTF HoTT Team (‘Site Visits’).
Further details of the Site Visits will be communicated later in the
Tender Process, but key elements will include:
•

Visit to the proposed HoTT site;

•

City tour to understand aspects such as the connectivity
of the proposed HoTT site and linkages with the local
community ; and

After the Revised Bids have been evaluated, the ITTF HoTT Team
will select a Preferred HoTT City, and inform the Preferred HoTT
City in writing by the end of September 2020 of its selection. At
the same time, the ITTF HoTT Team will inform all other Shortlisted
Cities that they have not been selected.
While written feedback will not be provided to unsuccessful
Shortlisted Cities, the ITTF HoTT Team may host a call or meeting
at the ITTF HoTT Team’s absolute discretion, to discuss the reasons
why a Bid was not successful.
There will be an opportunity for both the ITTF and the Preferred
HoTT City to conduct a more detailed due diligence exercise
should this be deemed necessary, in the discretion of the ITTF
HoTT Team.
Under the ITTF’s constitution, the movement of the ITTF from its
Head Office, requires approval of the ITTF’s members by a simple
majority. Such approval must be granted by way of a resolution
of the members at an Annual General Meeting [or Extraordinary
General Meeting].

After these private discussions have taken place, but before
Revised Bids have been submitted, the Shortlisted Cities will be
required to give a formal presentation of their Revised Bid at the
ITTF offices in Singapore as promptly notified in writing to the
Shortlisted Cities by the ITTF HoTT Team. It is currently anticipated
that formal presentations of the Revised Bids will take place in
early September 2020.

From the date of the requisite approvals are obtained, the ITTF,
in conjunction with its legal counsel, Withers LLP, will enter into
a period of exclusivity during which the ITTF and the Preferred
HoTT City will commence bona fide negotiations (which shall be
conducted in English) in order to agree to and finalize a binding
legal framework in relation to the conception of the Global Home
of Table Tennis as contemplated in this Tender Guide, which will
be effectuated by the entering into of a legally binding framework
agreement (the ‘Framework Agreement’). The Framework
Agreement is intended to structure the development of the HoTT
throughout the Development of the HoTT Phase and is expected
to set out, among other matters:

Revised Bids must be submitted:

•

•

•

•

Meetings with key stakeholders for the respective HoTT
such as national, city and local government representatives,
potential partners etc.

using the same ShareFile system that was used to access
this Tender Guide and for the submission of the Initial Bids;
and

•

in English and in either Microsoft Office, PDF or another
format agreed in advance with the ITTF HoTT Team.
•

•
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The agreed key objectives, design parameters and agreed
planning arrangements of the HoTT project;
A detailed timeline for the Development of the HoTT Phase
pursuant to which the various tasks to be carried out by the
new HoTT City are to be completed, delivered, finalised and/
or entered into by the parties;
Representations and warranties provided on behalf of the
New HoTT City ensuring its intention and ability to carry out
the objectives required of the HoTT;
Key terms of any further definitive agreements to be
negotiated and finalized in the course of the Development of
the HoTT Phase, including key commercial terms governing
the ongoing relationship of the ITTF and the New HoTT City;

•

The agreed course of action regarding the announcements,
marketing, and promotion of the HoTT; and

•

The establishment of committees as necessary to achieve
the above actions.

The Framework Agreement shall be governed and construed
in accordance with either the laws of England and Wales or
Singapore. Any and all disputes or claims arising in any way
out of, or in connection with, the Framework Agreement shall
be submitted either to the International Court of Arbitration in
Singapore or to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.
Following the execution of the Framework Agreement, and any
other legal documents outlining the agreed framework of the
Development and HoTT Phase the ITTF deems necessary in its
absolute discretion, the Preferred HoTT City will be confirmed as
the New HoTT City following which the ITTF and the New HoTT
City will jointly make a public announcement of the new Global
Home of Table Tennis.
The Tender Process will then immediately proceed to the
Development of the HoTT Phase.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOTT PHASE
The confirmation of the Preferred HoTT City as the New HoTT
City, and completion and execution of the Framework Agreement,
enables the ITTF and New HoTT City to move to the process of
developing the HoTT. There will be a significant amount of work
required in this respect, however the exact nature and extent of
this work will vary significantly depending on the circumstances
of the New HoTT City, including in regard to matters such as
whether there is to be a new site or significant modifications of
an existing site.
The Development of the HoTT Phase will include:
•

Development of a financial model detailing projections for
budget, expenses and the any necessary funding of the
Development of the HoTT Phase;

•

The procurement, selection, engagement and coordination
of a Master Planner/Project Manager;

•

The procurement, selection (whether by further tender
process or otherwise), engagement and coordination of
experienced architectural firms, co-developers, general
contractors, sub-contractors any other third parties;

•

Action plans for ensuring governmental and regulatory
compliance including the coordination and liaison with
governmental authorities, agencies, bodies and other
institutions including for the purposes of obtaining of any
and all necessary consents, approvals and licenses;

•

Specific action plans for achieving the sustainable
development, environmental protection, social equity and
economic growth objectives (and any other objectives as
the case may be) of the HoTT project;

•

•

Specific action plan for ensuring prolongation of the ITTF’s
beneficial tax status as a not-for-profit entity or equivalent;
and
Further implementation of the Framework Agreement.

MISCELLANEOUS
TENDER VALIDITY
Initial Bids must remain open for acceptance for six months after
15 April 2020. A Bid that is valid for a shorter period may be
rejected. All communications between the ITTF and any Bidder
shall remain ‘subject to contract’ until the final, Framework
Agreement, is signed between the ITTF and the New HoTT City.
NO GRANT OF RIGHTS
Unless the ITTF HoTT Team accepts a Bid submitted by a Bidder,
as further detailed, this Tender Guide is no more than an invitation
to tender and of itself does not constitute a contract nor an offer
which is in any way capable of acceptance. A Bidder will have
no entitlement whatsoever in respect of any contractual rights
unless and until its Bid is determined as successful and formally
accepted by the ITTF by way of the execution of the Framework
Agreement. The grant of any rights shall be conditional upon
the Bidder entering into a fully signed and binding Framework
Agreement and not otherwise.
NO CONDITIONALITY
The ITTF may, in its absolute discretion, reject any Bids which are
subject to any form of conditionality or limitations.
NO WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS
The ITTF does not make any representations or warranties as to
the accuracy, adequacy and completeness of any information
contained within this Tender Guide and a Bidder may not at
any time rely on this Tender Guide to bring any claim, action or
proceeding against the ITTF or any of its related entities.
AUTHORITY TO BIND AND CONCEALMENT
By submitting a Bid, the ITTF will assume that the Bidder has
sufficient legal authority to legally bind that Bidder and, if
selected as the Preferred HoTT City, has the authority to enter
into the necessary legal agreements on behalf of that Bidder. Any
concealment of any material facts may lead to disqualification of
the Bidder in the ITTF’s absolute discretion.
INSOLVENCY
Any Bidder who is subject to liquidation or to any procedure of
bankruptcy or insolvency, statutory moratorium, sanction or
composition with their creditors (or similar under the laws of the
Bidders country of incorporation) is not admitted to participate in
the Bidding Phase.
COSTS AND EXPENSES
The ITTF will not be responsible, under any circumstances
whatsoever, for any costs, losses or expenses of a Bidder incurred in
the preparation or submission of a Bid or compliance with, or with
a view to compliance with, any of the requirements of the Tender

Process by any Bidder, or in respect of any departure from any of
the provisions or conditions of this Tender process, including as a
result of the ITTF modifying or withdrawing the Tender Process,
which it has the right to do at its absolute discretion.
CONFIDENTIALITY AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Without prejudice to pages 80-85 of this Tender Guide, all Bids are
confidential documents and, as such, a Bidder (or a prospective
Bidder) must not make any announcement, or comment upon,
or originate any publicity or press release or otherwise provide
any information to any third party (other than to its professional
advisors) concerning the Tender Guide or the Bid of that Bidder,
including without limitation any financial details contained in a
Bid.
Any information of a confidential nature included within a Bid
will be kept confidential by the ITTF and will not be released or
provided to any third party other than the ITTF’s professional
advisors.
The Bidders agree that the ITTF shall have the sole rights to
make any announcements in relation to this Tender Guide and, in
particular, to the short- listing and the selection of a Bid, subject
to its obligations of confidentiality set out in this section.
AMENDMENTS
During the Tender Process and before the execution of any
Framework Agreement, the ITTF reserves the right, in its absolute
discretion, to at any stage modify or withdraw this Tender Guide
and any rights under it or to undertake a modified or additional
Tender Process. Each Bidder will be notified promptly in such
circumstances. To allow time for any such amendment to be taken
into account, the ITTF may, at its discretion, extend the timetable
or deadline in relation to any such amendment, modification, or
additional requirement under this Tender Process.

of reaching, if possible, an outcome similar to that intended by
the void or voidable clause.
ANTI-BRIBERY
The successful Preferred HoTT Bidder, if any, will be required to:
•

Comply with all applicable laws, statutes, regulations and
codes relating to anti- bribery and anti-corruption including;

•

Not engage in any activity, practice or conduct which would
constitute an offence under the Relevant Requirements;

•

Have and maintain in place its own policies and procedures
to ensure compliance with the Relevant Requirements and
enforce them where appropriate.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
This Tender Guide, any related documentation or negotiation,
any dispute, controversy or claim arising in any way out of or in
connection with this Tender Guide including, without limitation
any contractual, pre- contractual or non- contractual rights,
obligations or liabilities, and any issue as to the existence, validity
or termination of this Tender Guide, shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of England and Wales. Any
and all disputes or claims arising in any way out of or in connection
to this Tender Guide without limitation any contractual, precontractual or non- contractual rights, obligations or liabilities,
and any issue as to the existence, validity or termination of this
Tender Guide shall be submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the courts of England and Wales.

THE ITTF’S RIGHT TO ACCEPT ANY BID
OR REJECT ANY OR ALL BIDS
The ITTF reserves the right to accept or to reject any Bid and to
annul or cancel the Tender Process and reject all Bidders at any
time prior to award and acceptance of the New HoTT City and
the execution of the Framework Agreement without incurring any
liability to the affected Bidders.
DATA PROTECTION
Each Bidder authorises the ITTF to process and store all information
provided as part of their Bids and confirm that they have obtained
all necessary third party consents to enable the ITTF to do so.
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Every Bidder is required to provide details if it is envisaged that
there may be a conflict of interest between individuals involved in
the submission of a Bid and any of the ITTF’s staff.
SEVERABILITY OF BID PROVISIONS
If any provision contained in this Tender Guide is found to be void,
voidable, illegal or otherwise unenforceable then the remaining
provisions of this Tender Guide shall continue in full force and
effect. In that event, the parties shall negotiate in good faith the
substitution of the void or voidable provisions with the objective
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application
requirements
& EVALUATION
CRITERIA
This section outlines the Application Requirements
that are required in the Initial Bid documentation,
together with providing guidance on the key
evaluation criteria which will be considered for each
of the respective Application Requirements.

8.1 INITIAL BID FORMAT
Bids must be submitted in either Microsoft Office or
PDF format and written in English. Any attachments of
supporting information must be clearly named so that if
referred to in the Initial Bid documentation they can be
easily identified. Attachments, where appropriate, should
be presented in colour and with annotations. Attachments
may be in alternative formats (e.g. video). It is essential that
any information or facts included in alternative formats are
also written in the Initial Bid documentation.

8.2 INITIAL BID SUBMISSION
Initial Bid documentation must be submitted by 12:00
Singapore time on Wednesday 15 April 2020. Initial Bid
documentation must be uploaded to the same ShareFile
that was set up in order to access this Tender Guide.
If there are any difficulties with accessing, or uploading to,
ShareFile, please contact HoTT@ ittf.com

8.3 APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS AND EVALUATION FACTORS
The application requirements are split into three broad
sections, each containing a number of Application Criteria
specific which in turn have sub-criteria (22 in total).
While evaluation criteria has been provided for all individual
Application Criteria, the overall evaluation will be conducted
using the collective evaluation weighting shown below
given the many linkages between respective criteria.
Bidders should ensure that each of the criterion are
addresses in a balanced manner.
Application
Section
Bidder Profile

Application
Criteria (number of
sub-criteria)
Bidder
capabilities (4)

Venue & location
(4)
Financial /
Operational (6)
Taxation (2)
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Macroenvironment

Application
Criteria (number of
sub-criteria)
Governance (2)

Evaluation Weighting
20%

As previously noted, the Initial Bids should NOT include designs
of the HoTT. Therefore should any such designs be included,
these will not be evaluated and the Bidder will receive no credit
for such designs.
The bid evaluation process will be conducted by appropriately
qualified individuals from the ITTF executive, staff and officials.
They will be supported by a team of external advisors including
business consultants, designers and legal support.

BIDDER DETAILS
The Bidder should provide clear details as to the organisation
that is submitting the Bid. To the extent relevant (noting that for
some government bodies some items listed will not apply) this
should include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal name of the Bidder organisation;
Date and place of incorporation and registration
number;
Ultimate controlling party of the Bidder organisation;
Postal address;
Website address;
Name, email address, contact phone number and
LinkedIn profile (if applicable) of lead contact for the
Bidder;
Name, email address, contact phone number and
LinkedIn profile (if applicable) of the alternative contact for the Bidder;
The members of the Board of Directors;
Details of shareholders with over 20% shareholding in
the Bidder;
Bankers, auditors and lawyers.

If a Consortium is involved in the Bid, please include the above
information for each significant organisation.
Evaluation Weighting
30%

Common vision
(4)
Financial &
Operational

Application
Section

50%

BIDDER PROFILE - 30%
BIDDER CAPABILITIES

COMMON VISION
Application
requirements

criteria
•
1

Personnel

•

Key personnel proposed to support
the development of the HoTT,
including CVs.
An organisational structure for the
proposed team to work on the Home
of Table Tennis project.

Descriptions of any relevant experience
such as:
•
2

Experience

•
•

•
3

Key Partners

•

The development of a unique building
within the host city;
The development of a unique
precinct, preferably sports related,
within the host city; and
Investment in, and development of,
other buildings/properties.

evaluation
criteria
•
•

Timescales

Bidder’s articulation of how they see their
City and proposed site contributing to
HoTT’s vision.
1

Vision for the
HoTT

2

Understanding
of the history
of ITTF and the
future outlook

The Bidder is able to show that they
have examples of relevant experience.
This may include:
•
•
•

Outline the key partners that you
intend to work with, for example
government departments/agencies/
bodies, design and construction
companies, funders etc.

•

Anticipated high-level timescales for
the project including when the HoTT
will be completed and ready for use.

•
•

4

Relevant experience, expertise
and reputation of individuals
involved.
Well designed and appropriately
resourced structure that
will assist a successful HoTT
development.

Case studies of similar projects
(sports or non-sports related);
Testimonies from current/past
clients or partners; and
Industry awards especially any
in relation to environmental
sustainability.

•

3

Provide details where appropriate of
how the history and outlook has been
reflected in the Bid.

evaluation
criteria
Demonstration of consistency and
value added to all aspects of the HoTT
vision, being:
•
•
•
•
•

Building enjoyment;
High Performance;
Global inclusiveness;
Health focused; and
Sustainability.

•

Strength of the Bidder’s
understanding of the history of
table tennis and the ITTF.
Bidder’s understanding of the
long-term vision, objectives and
goals of ITTF.

•

•
Your city vision

The Bidder should outline their city’s
vision and describe how they see the
HoTT as part of this vision.

•
•

Evidence that the Bidder has
considered all aspects of the
work that is required and has
secured the necessary partners
to complete this work.
The Bidder has demonstrated
a realistic timetable for the
development of HoTT.
It should be noted that while the
ITTF does not have a set target or
deadline for the opening of HoTT,
given the high value of HoTT for
the host and ITTF, the strong
preference is that HoTT is open
by 2024.

Application
requirements

criteria

•
•
4

Sporting heritage
and development

•
•
•

Examples of successful previous
•
national and international sporting
events hosted in the city.
Presence of existing relevant sporting
organisations (notably international).
Local population interest in table
tennis and sport in general.
Relevant local sporting, leisure, social
and health programmes.
Future planned sporting events,
target sporting organisations and
strategies to grow the prominence of
sport in the City.

Level of consistency between the
vision of the City and ITTF’s vision
for HoTT.
Ambition of vision.
Clear demonstration of an
existing sporting heritage and/
or clear and ambitious growth
strategy for sport, with table
tennis as part of that strategy.
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FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL- 50%
VENUE and LOCATION
Application
requirements

criteria
•

1

Existence of a clearly identified site
and/or building(s) to be developed for
the HoTT.

evaluation
criteria
•

HoTT Venue
•

•

Location-specific benchmarks for
Statutory Code Requirements and
Governmental policies including:
o
o
o
o
o
o

2

Framework
Integration

•

Location-specific Urban Design
Guidelines and Incentives for an
integrated precinct including:
o
o
o
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Sustainability and
Environmental Impact;
Accessibility and Inclusive
Design;
Universal Design;
Wellness and Wellbeing;
Other incentives; and
International codes used and
recognised in the country:
*(ie: LEED, WELL, Greenstar /
Greenmark).

Masterplan for the proposed
sites, with detailed use
information, plot ratio, site area;
Integration with public transit
and public infrastructure; and
Surrounding amenities that
support a facility such as the
Home of Table Tennis (sport
venues, lodging, food, other
amenities deemed relevant by
the bidder).

•

•

If the building is to be built in
a new location, it is important
to ensure that various building
permits can be efficiently
obtained.
The feasibility/degree of difficulty
of the identified venue to be
developed such that it supports
the vision for the HoTT.
The degree to which the eight
design parameters (set out on
pages 44-58) and associated
space requirements (set out on
pages 62-71) are reflected in the
framework integration.
The degree to which the eight
design parameters (set out on
pages 44-58) and associated
space requirements (set out on
pages 62-71) are reflected in the
framework integration.

•

Outline potential partnership
opportunities in the region such as:

•

The potential value to be
derived from the identified in
partnerships, and evidence that
such partnerships are likely to be
secured.

•

Sport-specific research institutes
that could be potential partners for
the high performance labs, or other
sport-related research.

•

•
The Bidder should provide detailed
accessibility information as to
potential site(s) for where the HoTT
would be located. and describe how it
connected from a:

The consistency of the proposed
site(s) to the Accessibility design
parameter (see pages 44-45).

o
3

Venue
Partnerships

o
4

Accessibility
o

o

Universities and research
institutes that could form
partnerships with the HoTT and
share facilities; and/or

Local perspective – how the
HoTT is connected within the
city including access to public
transport and ease of access for
the local population;
National perspective –
connections to major transport
hubs such as train stations and
airports; and
Global perspective – ease of
travel to the city from wide
range of global locations.

FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL
criteria
•

•

•
1

Capital
Expenditure and
related Financing

evaluation
criteria

factors considered

•

•

Describe the level of capital
expenditure that will be required for
the development of HoTT and clearly
state how the Bidder preliminary
envisages this investment will be
financed by the host city, relevant
parties and ITTF (if required).
Detail the intended balance of
financing between the Bidder, ITTF
and/or other parties that the Bidder
wishes to consider agreeing to.
The Bidder should provide proof of
the ease of accessibility to financing
at the anticipated key commercial
terms.
The Bidder should clearly set out any
arrangements by which they wish to
consider being compensated for their
financial investment, for example, the
ownership structure of the property,
sharing in operational surpluses,
other financial mechanisms, etc.
Confirmation of whether the host city,
or other relevant parties, is willing to
consider acting as guarantor for the
amounts proposed to be contributed
towards the construction of the Home
of Table Tennis.

•

•
•

•

The suitability, deliverability
and flexibility of the proposed
financing structure for capital
expenditure.
The visualised balance of
financing required between the
host city/partners and ITTF.
The fairness of any compensation
arrangements given the proposed
sharing of risk and return
between all parties.
The strength and extend of any
potential guarantee.

Details of the nature of and rationale for
the proposed ownership model of the HoTT
– including the legal status of land and
buildings.
•

2

Ownership &
operating model

The ITTF would prefer to own and
operate the HoTT.

If this is not possible then the Bidder
should ensure that in any proposed
Nature of and rationale for the
model the Bidder envisages being
proposed HoTT operational model.
willing to enter into:
This may include, but is not limited to: •
That the ownership and operating
o
Ownership structure that the
model is clearly defined and
Bidder is willing to consider
understood;
entering into (as above);
•
The ITTF has the ability to have
o
Working relationships between
significant influence in any future
ITTF and the host city;
development of the HoTT.
o
Division of responsibilities
•
There is certainty over length of
between the ITTF and the
ownership/tenure.
Bidder;
•
There are existence of
o
Should the host city wish to host
mechanisms to limit the growth
major table tennis events, to
in direct property costs.
provide an overview of how this
could be managed; and
Note the ITTF reserves the right to
o
Others as considered relevant.
suggest amendments and alterations
to the operating model of the
successful Bidder. Successful Bidders
may be expected to enter into
negotiations with ITTF in regard to
ITTF’s proposed amendments to the
operating model/structure.

ITTF acknowledges that the Bidders do not currently have sufficient information to
make a final determination with respect to a potential investment. As such, by no
means does this process constitute (i) an offer; (ii) a solicitation of an offer; or (iii) a
legally binding agreement between the parties.

ITTF acknowledges that the Bidders do not currently have sufficient information to
make a final determination with respect to a potential investment. As such, by no
means does this process constitute (i) an offer; (ii) a solicitation of an offer; or (iii) a
legally binding agreement between the parties.

Outline the revenue generation potential of •
the HoTT, including for example:

3

Financial
Sustainability

•
•
•
•

Local Table Tennis events;
Corporate markets;
Education opportunities;
Retail/Leisure/hospitality;

Any available ongoing subsidies for agreed
operational activities at the HoTT.

The Bidder has clearly articulated
potential methods in which the
HoTT can generate revenue. Note
that a detailed profit and loss is
not required at this stage of the
tender, however it is expected
that some evidence is provided
with regard to the nature and
scale of the revenues may be
generated.
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TAXATION
•
•
4

Employment

Details of the current workforce in the •
city and key recent and future trends
considered of relevant to the HoTT.
•
Outline of employment arrangements
such as visa and working permits for
foreign employees.

Evidence of a local skilled and
educated workforce.
The degree of availability
and flexibility of outlined
employments arrangements.

Application
requirements

criteria
•

•
•
5

Major Table
Tennis Events

•
6

Other Valueadded Benefits

Details of which of the major table
tennis events which the Bidding city
would be interesting in hosting .

Details of any other value-added
benefits that are proposed.

•

•

While the willingness to host
such major table tennis events
is not a condition of bidding, it
is considered that hosting such
would strengthen HoTT.

1

Overall Taxation
Regime

Appraisal of any provided
benefits (e.g. financial value,
operational benefit and
innovation etc)

•

•

•
•
2
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Tax benefits
/ support
for sporting
organisation

evaluation
criteria

•
Nature of the country’s taxation
regime. The Bidder should outline
both business, Value-added/goods & •
services taxes and personal tax rates.
The ITTF would look to have located
within the Home of Table Tennis
the ITTF Headquarters (Non-profit
organisation), World Table Tennis
Headquarters (for-profit organisation)
and ITTF Foundation Headquarters
(charitable organisation). As such the
Bidder should outline how taxation
varies between types of organisations
relevant to the above organisation
types.
Outline the requirements for an
organisation to be considered as notfor-profit and the likelihood of ITTF
retaining its not-for-profit status if it
were to relocate to your city.
Existence of broad range of
international tax treaties, including
with major table tennis markets.

Clear demonstration of the key
tax regime factors to the ITTF.
The international
competitiveness of the host
city (and country to the extent
relevant) in terms of taxation
regime, in order to :

Existing tax exemptions for sporting
organisations and/or activities.
Any proposed additional specific
support to HoTT via tax exemptions,
preferential tax rates, modifications
etc.

The scale of any existing
tax exemptions for sporting
organisation.
The strength of any evidence
provided regarding when any
proposed specific support to
HoTT would be implemented
and the security of its continued
existence.

•
•

o
o

support the ITTF’s ability to
attract the best talent.
Minimise the corporation
tax paid in order to
maximise returns to global
table tennis.

MACROENVIRONMENT - 20%
FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL
criteria
•

1

Key City economic data, and where
considered relevant country data to
provide context, expected to include :
o

Economic

o
o
o
•

Political

•
•
•

•

Existence of a stable economy,
with robust growth prospects.

•

Demonstration of a stable
political environment.
The existence of international
relations that positivity benefit
HoTT, and the ability of the host
City to protect HoTT against
any potential detrimental
international relations.

Historic and projected GDP and
GDP per capita;
Employment rates;
Inflation rates; and
Local currency stability against
major currencies.

Relevant information to HoTT of the
nature of the political environment,
including consideration of
o
o

2

evaluation
criteria

Application requirements

Governance structures;
Strength of legal system;

Affiliation with other countries
(including blocks), economic/political
regions and/or organisations;
Strength of relationship with major
table tennis nations; and
Human Development Index score –
current and recent movements.

•
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GLOSSARY

TERM

TERM

definition

Application
Requirements

the details of the elements that are
required to be included in the Initial
Bid documentation and as described in
the Application Requirements in pages
80-85

HoTT Introductory
Video

the official video published by the
ITTF introducing the HoTT and
to solicit Bids, currently available
at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QIm3i633KKA

Bid

the offer presented by a Bidder and
submitted to the ITTF in compliance
with the Tender Guide and including
the supporting information and
documentation requested by this
Tender Guide

HoTT Preliminary
Tender Information

The Initial Preliminary Information
Document and HoTT introductory
video.

Initial Bid
documentation

a Bid document and any
accompanying attachments submitted
in the Bidding Phase, as per page 7681

Initial Preliminary
Information
Document

an initial document providing
preliminary information to interested
Bidders in February 2019

International Sports
Federation

an international non-governmental
organisation recognised by the
International Olympic Committee to
govern a sport at the world level

International Table
Tennis Federation or
ITTF

the world governing body for Table
Tennis, established in Switzerland with
a registered office at MSI, Avenue
de Rhodanie 54B, 2, 1007 Lausanne,
Switzerland

ITTF Foundation

a not-for-profit organisation,
incorporated in Leipzig, Germany,
promoting and formalising the ITTF’s
humanitarian programmes

ITTF HoTT Team

the ITTF staff who are responsible for
organising and managing the Tender
Process

Joint Bid

a Bid submitted by a Consortium

the agreement to be entered
into between the ITTF and the
Preferred HoTT City to structure the
development of the HoTT throughout
the Development of the HoTT Phase,
as per page 78

National Association

the governing body responsible for the
administration of Table Tennis in its
home territory

New HoTT City

the Preferred HoTT City when
confirmed by the ITTF to host the
HoTT, as per page 78.

the function of the ITTF that develops
the most promising Table Tennis
players globally and guides the next
generation of top-tier Table Tennis
coaches, officials and administrators

Phases

the five stages of the Tender Process

Revised Bid

a second round Bid submitted in the
Shortlist Phase, as per Section 7

ShareFile

a secure content collaboration and file
sharing solution

Bidder

a party (or in the case of a Joint Bid, a
Consortium) that submits a Bid

Candidate City

the city of an interested Bidder that
is selected by the ITTF HoTT Team to
move on to the Candidate City Bidding
Phase of the Tender Process

City

the city of the successful Bidder which
hosts the HoTT

Consortium

any two or more parties that make a
Joint Bid

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

Evaluation Criteria

the set of criteria used to evaluate the
Initial Bid documentation against the
Application Requirements, as set out
in pages 81-85

Expression of Interest
form

Framework
Agreement

High Performance

Home of Table Tennis
or HoTT
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definition

the form which any party wishing
to receive the Tender Guide must
complete and submit in order to
be eligible to receive, at the ITTF’s
absolute discretion, a copy of the
Tender Guide

the establishment of the ITTF that
houses its administrative operations,
High Performance and innovation
laboratories, training centre, retail
space, experience centre, learning
centre and other facilities

TERM

definition

Shortlisted City

a Candidate City which has, following
the Bidding Phase, been selected by
the ITTF HoTT Team to move to the
Shortlist Phase

Site Visit

the visit by the ITTF HoTT Team to
each Shortlisted City, as per page 78

Tender Guide

this document is the Tender Guide

Tender Process

the tender process consisting of the
Phases as described in pages 76-81

TTX

Table Tennis X, a new social form of
Table Tennis with modified rules and
format, targeted at youth participation
and festivals

World Cup

a set of tournaments comprising of
the Men’s World Cup, Women’s World
Cup, and Team World Cup. They are
contested by 20 of the best Men’s
and Women’s players, and 12 Men’s
and Women’s teams, in the world,
respectively

World Table Tennis or
WTT

World Table Tennis Pte. Ltd., the
ITTF’s new commercial rights entity,
incorporated and registered in
Singapore

World Tour

an annual series of international Table
Tennis tournaments that culminates
in the season-ending ITTF World Tour
Grand Finals and is the ITTF’s second
biggest commercial property in the
international Table Tennis calendar

World Veterans
Championships

a biennial Table Tennis event with
multiple age categories open to
players aged 40 and over

WTTC or World
Championships

World Table Tennis Championships, the
annual showpiece table tennis event
that alternates between individual
and team formats is the ITTF’s biggest
individual commercial property in the
international Table Tennis calendar
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DISCLAIMER

This document has been prepared by the ITTF with support
from Deloitte LLP, HASSELL Design (Singapore) Pte Ltd and
Withers LLP solely for informational purposes of the appropriate
audience (not appropriate for someone deemed to be categorised
as a Retail Client as per the UK’s Financial Conduct Authorities’
Categorisation rules) and intended recipient.
If you believe you have received this document in error please
contact the ITTF immediately by post - Avenue de Rhodanie 58,
1007 Lausanne, Switzerland or via email – HoTT@ittf.com
This document does not constitute or form part of an offer
or invitation, or a solicitation of any offer, for the purchase or
acquisition of securities or any interest in a company and no legal
relations shall be created by its issue. The information set out in
this document will not form the basis of any contract and should
not be relied on in relation to any contract or commitment.
The issue of this document shall not be taken as any form of
commitment on the ITTF to proceed with any negotiations or
any transaction in connection with the proposed tender. The ITTF
reserves the right to amend, replace or cancel this document at
any time, and undertakes no obligation to provide the recipient
with access to any additional information.
To the extent permitted by law, the ITTF or its respective affiliates,
advisers, partners, employees or advisers explicitly will not be liable
for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage suffered
by any person and/or entity as a result of relying on any statement
in or omission from this document or in any other information or
communications in connection with the proposed tender. In no
circumstances will the ITTF or any of its representatives, officers,
affiliates, subsidiaries, employees or advisers be responsible and
liable for any costs or expenses incurred by any interested parties
in connection with the appraisal or investigation of the proposed
tender or arising out of the evaluation of information contained in
this document.
The information contained herein is preliminary, has been prepared
to assist interested parties in making their own analysis of the
proposed tender and does not purport to contain all the information
that such interested parties may desire. This document includes
information that the ITTF believes to be reasonable, but the ITTF
makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of
the information contained herein. In all cases, interested parties
should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the subject
matter of the proposed tender.
Neither the receipt of this document by any person and/or entity,
nor any information contained herein or supplied herewith or
subsequently communicated in written, electronic or oral form
to any person and/or entity in connection with the analysis
of the proposed tender constitutes, or shall be relied upon as
constituting, the giving of investment advice by the ITTF to any
such person and/or entity. There is no representation, warranty
or assurance of any kind, express or implied, that the projections
in this document are reasonable or will be realised. The actual
results could vary from the projections contained herein, and
such variations that may arise could be material.
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This document is not to be taken as constituting the giving of
investment advice by the ITTF or any of its professional advisers.
This document is not to be taken into or distributed to any person
or an individual/ Entity that would be deemed to be a Retail Client
under the UK Financial Conduct Authorities rules with regards to
Categorisation and suitability. This document is only appropriate
for an Individual / Entity that would be deemed Professional.
This document is distributed on a confidential basis in connection
with the matters set out herein, and is therefore intended solely
for the use of the person to whom it has been made available
for the purpose of evaluating the matters set out herein. This
document may not be forwarded or distributed to any other
person and may not be reproduced in whole or in part in any
manner whatsoever (other than to the recipient’s professional
advisors). This document may only be distributed to persons to
whom it is otherwise lawful to send this document. Any forwarding,
distribution or reproduction of this document in whole or in part is
unauthorised. Failure to comply with these restrictions may result
in a violation of applicable laws and regulations.
Nothing in this document, or the electric transmission thereof,
constitutes an offer to buy or the solicitation of an offer to sell
securities in the United States or any other jurisdiction in which
such offer or solicitation would be unlawful. The distribution of
the attached document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted
by law. Persons into whose possession this document comes are
required to inform themselves about, and to observe, any such
restrictions.
This document may only be communicated to persons in the
United Kingdom in circumstances where section 21(1) of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 does not apply.
No person is authorised to give any information or make any
representation or warranty, express or implied, not contained
in this document and, if given or made, any such information or
representation or warranty, express or implied, may not be relied
upon as having been authorised by any person.
Copyright © 2020 the ITTF and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
The ITTF registered address is at Avenue de Rhodanie 54, 1007
Lausanne, Switzerland.
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